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1. (a) (i) 4

(ii) The network is just a LAN without a direct access path to another network ( e.g. Internet).

(b) (i) He should use WPA2 as it is more difficult to crack the encryption.

(ii) IPsec (or SSL)

(c) (i) IP addresses can be automatically assigned when notebook computers connect to the network.
(IP address management) 
Unused IP addresses can be automatically re-assigned. (re-use) 
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(ii) The notebook computers can quickly fetch the local copies of web pages cached in the proxy 2 
server without the need of download. This can alleviate the loading of the 3G network.
CD temporary storage
CD network loading

(d) (i) Collisions cannot be detected (low signal energy) in the wireless environment (radio frequency).

(ii) A collision occurring on the sending side can be detected before sending data.

(e) (i) Use the same SSID for all APs.

(ii) The additional AP may interfere with the existing AP with channel I.
These two APs should be separated in a suitable distance.

2. (a) (i) Concept of encapsulation (header/trailer) CD Function of the header CD

(ii) Application

(b) (i) TCP

(ii) UDP

(iii) TCP

(iv) UDP

( c) (i) Noise/interference of signal exists in the communication channel.

(ii) CRC is better as it can detect multiple error bits (burst errors).

(d) (i) 2
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(ii) IPv6 supports applications to request handling packets without delay (priority handling/low 2 
latency)

(iii) multicasting: more video data can be streamed as repeated data transmitted to different 1 + 1 

computers is reduced
/ Jumbogram: larger packet to reduce packet loss rate
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3. (a) (i) 3
(ii) 2
(iii) 4
(iv) I

(Q) two answers correct)

4. 

(b) A multiplexer combines and converts several TV programmes to one signal
and transmits the single signal to a demultiplexer through the transmission medium;
the demultiplexer will convert the single signal back to several TV programmes.

(c) Example: interactive TV programmes
Benefit: two-way communication allows TV programmes
and viewers' interactive data to be transmitted simultaneously

(d) (i) Coaxial cable has lower capacity but longer transfer distance.

(ii) Use a repeater/switch to retransmit the signal--·

(e) (i) The server loading / bandwidth requirement of the TV station is lowered
and hence the network performance is improved. 

(ii) There may be a significant delay in receiving TV programmes.
They cannot receive any signal if the receivers at the upper end are out of order.

(a) (i) The IP addresses falls between 192.0.0.0 and 223.255.255.255 . (leading bits 110)

(ii) IP address: 192.168.2.x (x can be any number from 250 to 253)
Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0

(b) (i) Suspected data packets will be filtered.

(ii) An access control list is configured (hostname + port) to (monitor and) control inbound and
outbound communication.

(iii) It filters data packets (unwanted outside traffic) through idle/nonstandard ports at the application
level.

(c) (i) Only users authenticated by the domain controller can access the data stored.

(ii) Allows recovery of data when one drive in the RAID fails.

(iii) UPS notifies the NAS and provides the NAS sufficient power to shut down itself gracefully
during power interruption.
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(d) (i) Use a Ping program / protocol analyzer to check the network connection between two lx3

(e) 

networking devices. 
Check the network interface card. 
Check the IP configuration. 
Use a cable tester to check connectivity/ pin assignment. 

(ii) Problem of collision is less serious.

Set up the network / Design test plan / Documentation / Provide user training
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